
Why Does the Sun Shine? 
 



Is the Sun on Fire? 
Fire (oxidation) produces light and heat, just like the Sun. 
Source: chemical potential energy 
 
Suppose the Sun were made of carbon and oxygen.  
•  The Sun could contain 3x1055 C plus twice as many O 

Reaction: C + O2 = CO2 
M¤ = 2 x 1033 gm 
MC = 12 x mp (6 protons + 6 neutrons) 
MO = 16 x mp (8 protons + 8 neutrons 
mp = 1.6 x 10-24 gm  (mass of the proton) 
MCO2 = (12 + 32) * mp 
N = M¤ / MCO2 = 2.6 X 1055 (number of reactions possible) 



Is the Sun on Fire? 

Fire produces light and heat, just like the Sun 
 
Suppose the Sun were made of carbon and oxygen.  
•  The Sun could contain 3x1055 C plus twice as many O 
•  Each chemical reaction releases about 10-11 ergs.  
•  Total chemical potential would be 1045 ergs.  
   3 x 1055 reactions x 1.6 x 10-11 erg/reaction ~ 5 x 1044 erg 



Is the Sun on Fire? 

Fire produces light and heat, just like the Sun 
 
Suppose the Sun were made of carbon and oxygen.  
•  The Sun could contain 3x1055 C plus twice as many O 
•  Each chemical reaction releases about 10-11 ergs.  
•  Total chemical potential would be 1045 ergs.  
•  This is the solar luminosity for 4000 years. 
  τ = 5 x 1044 erg / 4 x 1033 erg/s = 1011 sec = 4000 years 



Is the Sun Accreting? 
Comets and asteroids falling into the Sun release 
gravitational potential energy. 

To get enough energy to power the Sun would 
require the Sun’s mass to increase by about  
3% every million years. 
 
The Earth's orbital period would increase by about  
2 seconds/year - a value ruled out by observation.  



Is the Sun Just Cooling? 
Hot objects contain heat, which can be radiated away 
 
Gravitational potential of the Sun = GM2/R 
Suppose the Sun is slowly collapsing. 
 
This could power the Sun at its present luminosity for 
30,000,000 years 
 
The Sun would be slowly shrinking - an effect 
measurable over 2000 years 



But the Sun is Old! 
Radioactive dating shows that rocks on 
Earth are up to 3.8 billion years old 
 
Meteorites are up to 4.6 billion years old 
 
If the Sun is this old, it needs another source of energy 



Nuclear Fusion 



Why Does The Sun Shine?  
(The Sun Is A Mass Of Incandescent Gas) 

 Why Does The Sun Shine? is an educational recording from a 1959 record called 
"Space Songs". It has been re-recorded by They Might Be Giants 

The sun is a mass of incandescent gas 
A gigantic nuclear furnace 
where hydrogen is built into helium 
at a temperature of millions of degrees 
 
Yo ho it's hot 
The Sun is not 
a place where we could live 
but here on earth there'd be no life without the light it gives 
 
We need it's light 
We need it's heat 
We need it's energy 
 
The sun is a mass of incandescent gas 
A gigantic nuclear furnace 
where hydrogen is built into helium 
at a temperature of millions of degrees 
 



The sun is hot 
 
It is so hot that everything on it is a gas 
Iron 
Copper 
Aluminum 
and many others 
 
The sun is large 
 
If the sun were hollow a million earths could fit inside 
and yet the sun is only a middle-sized star 
 
The sun is far away 
 
About 93 million miles away! 
and that's why it looks so small 
 
And even when it's out of sight 
the sun shines night and day 
 
The sun gives heat 
The sun gives light 
The sunlight that we see 
The sunlight comes from our own sun's atomic energy 
 



 
Scientists have found that the sun is a huge atom-smashing machine 
The heat and light of the sun come from the nuclear reactions of 
Hydrogen 
Carbon 
Nitrogen 
and Helium 
 
The sun is a mass of incandescent gas 
A gigantic nuclear furnace 
where hydrogen is built into helium 

at a temperature of millions of degrees  
 
----- 
Recently “They Might Be Giants” admitted that the 
song is scientifically incorrect. The Sun is made of 
plasma, not gas. They have revised the title to: 
Why the Sun Really Shines, with the new opening line: 
The Sun is a Miasma of Incandescent Plasma  



Nuclear Fusion 

Proton-Proton reaction 



How Fusion Works 
E=mc2 

•  4 H ⇒ He4 + energy 
•  The mass of 4 H atoms exceeds the mass of a He 

atom by 0.7%. 
•  Every second, the Sun converts 6x108 tons of H into 

5.96x108 tons of He. 
•  The Sun loses 4x106 tons of mass every second. 
•  At this rate, the Sun can maintain its present 

luminosity for about 1011 years.  



How do we know? 
•  The p-p reaction also produces neutrinos. 
•  Neutrinos do not interact strongly with matter, pass 

right through the Sun, and arrive at Earth in 8 
minutes. 

•  Solar neutrinos were first detected by Ray Davis of 
BNL in the 1960s 

•  The observations agree with predictions for the 
“standard solar model” 

 



Cosmic Gall, by John Updike 
Neutrinos, they are very small. 
They have no charge and have no mass 
And do not interact at all. 
The earth is just a silly ball 
To them, through which they simply pass, 
Like dustmaids down a drafty hall 
Or photons through a sheet of glass. 
They snub the most exquisite gas, 
Ignore the most substantial wall, 
Cold-shoulder steel and sounding brass, 
Insult the stallion in his stall, 
And, scorning barriers of class, 
Infiltrate you and me! Like tall 
And painless guillotines, they fall 
Down through our heads into the grass. 
At night, they enter at Nepal 
And pierce the lover and his lass 
From underneath the bed - you call 
It wonderful; I call it crass.  


